Nonallelic gene conversion is not GC-biased in Drosophila or primates.
Gene conversion is the unidirectional transfer of genetic information between allelic (orthologous) or nonallelic (paralogous) DNA segments. Recently, there has been much interest in understanding how gene conversion shapes the nucleotide composition of the genomic landscape. A widely held hypothesis is that gene conversion is universally GC-biased. However, direct experimental evidence of this hypothesis is limited to a single study of meiotic crossovers in yeast. Although there have been a number of indirect studies of gene conversion, evidence of GC-biased replacements gathered from such studies can also be attributed to positive selection, which has the same evolutionary dynamics as biased gene conversion. Here, we apply a direct phylogenetic approach to examine nucleotide replacements produced by nonallelic gene conversion in Drosophila and primate genomes. We find no evidence for GC-biased gene conversion in either lineage, suggesting that previously observed GC biases may be due to positive selection rather than to biased gene conversion.